Thinks: "Thinks" by David Lodge is his 12th novel and follows the format of his previous works. The novel includes professors, lovers, and contentious issues typical of Lodge's work. Thinks is a novel about secret infidelities and the nature of consciousness, written in the alternating voices of Fanny Tarrant, a journalist for The Observer, and Leonard Grace, a pupil in a workshop in the same name. Tarrant adapted his novel "Thinks . . ." into a two-character play called "Secret Thoughts," which opened at the Glasgow Theatre, Bolton, on 14 May 2011.

About Thinks . . .
David Lodge's novels have earned comparisons to John Updike and Philip Roth and established him as a cult figure on both sides of the Atlantic (The New York Times).

More by David Lodge
BOOK REVIEW. A MAN OF PARTS. by David Lodge ... and used by the school's two-faced officials to ... and sadistic treatment ("I am stuck here, but I'll make the best of it...and I'll make it brief"). He befriends another ...
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